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Abstract 
This study is grounded on a corpus-based analysis of evaluative adjectives as hotel image-formers/providers 
conducted from a multifaceted yet complementary perspective which departs from the notion of destination 
image formation (Gartner, 1993; Baloglu & McCleary, 1999, Gylling, 2004 among others) focused on a specific 
aspect, that of the hotel of destination, and to a specific genre, the online (hotel) customer review. The corpus of 
study, which contains more than 250 000 words, is made up of more than 1200 online reviews of top-ranked 
hotels retrieved from the popular website Tripadvisor.com. WordSmith Tools 5.0 was used to analyse and 
categorise the evaluative adjectives in the corpus from three perspectives: firstly, adjectives were initially 
classified according to frequency and/or saliency criteria; secondly, in terms of their implicit degree of 
positivity/negativity; and thirdly, according to the kind of evaluation provided. Subsequently, the main features 
evaluated in any hotel online customer review (value, rooms, location, cleanliness, and service) and their 
frequently associated adjectival evaluative acts were analysed to determine their collocational behavior and thus 
the way such appraisal patterns contribute to “destination image formation”, that is, to form an impression on 
specific aspects of top-ranked hotels. The paper is aimed at showing that evaluative adjectives in online customer 
reviews are critical in the interpretation of subjective expected values, and that a correct understanding of the 
kind of image they transmit in the tourist-to tourist digital interaction through reviews provides an opportunity 
for destination marketers, in this case hoteliers, to enhance the psychological and symbolic values as well as the 
benefits of the destination according to improved communication strategies and language usage. 
Keywords: evaluative adjective, corpus, online review, collocational behavior, frequency, saliency, evaluation, 
WordSmith Tools 
1. Theoretical Framework and Aims of the Study 
1.1 The Notion of “Destination Image Formation” 
This study is primarily framed within current research on destination image formation processes (Gartner, 1993; 
Baloglu & McCleary, 1999, Gylling, 2004, among others). Due to the enormous scope of the “destination image 
formation” concept and to the specific aims of this study, a concrete aspect of such notion has been chosen for 
further analysis, that of accommodation, and more specifically that of top-ranked hotel image. Therefore, the 
theoretical approach to this study has departed from and been constructed on the basis of three main standpoints 
– (1) the study of “destination image formation (2) through evaluative adjectives (EAs) (3) in a specific digital 
genre, the online customer review (OCR) –, with the final aim of showing how a correct understanding of the 
way image is portrayed and transmitted in tourist-to-tourist online interactions through reviews may provide an 
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opportunity for destination marketers, in this case hoteliers, to learn to enhance the psychological and symbolic 
values as well as the benefits of the destination according to what potential customers perceive as reliable 
linguistic use and consider relevant aspects. Contrary to what many hotel marketers seem to believe, the 
formation of a good/positive destination image does not necessarily have to imply a too blatant 
over-exaggeration of features and qualities, as some web pages or other promotional genres seem to reflect. 
Praise is good and an absolute must in promotional genres but clients do also distrust too sweetened descriptions. 
As online reviews show, the potential client resorts to OCRs precisely because he/she is looking for a more 
reliable, real and realistic description of hotels, something hotel marketers should take into account when 
designing their promotional webpages or brochures despite acknowledging the fact that, obviously, the purpose 
of promotional genres and OCRs is not the same. 
As Garzone (2009, p. 31) states “tourism is a first-hand experience, which cannot be tried before it is consumed, 
it can only be prefigured on the basis of the information available”. Therefore, prospective clients are 
increasingly interested in looking for information in which no persuasive purpose is inherent, and they find in 
real customers’ online reviews the best alternative to find the kind of non-biased information they look for before 
making a decision. That is the reason why OCRs have been the genre chosen for this analysis, because of their 
immediate, real and non-interested nature which provides an interesting approach to “non-interested” image 
formation processes. Tourism researchers and academics agree in the fact that a positive destination image 
results in increased visitation and has an impact upon tourists’ evaluation and selection of destination (Hall, 2003, 
Morgan & Pritchard, 1998, Echtner & Ritchie, 2003, Baloglu & McCleary, 1999 among others). This statement 
is logical and obviously true since highlighting the shortcoming or deficiencies of a destination would 
contravene the basic principles of marketing and go against what tourists are looking for but, at the same time, a 
closer, more realistic description of the destination (as happens in online reviews) – not so much noticeably 
determined by the notion of interestedness (Shaw, 2006) always pervading promotional genres – could result into 
a “franker” image formation process, more valued by the potential customer. Most probably, prospective clients 
are “too aware” of the fact that no negative aspect will ever be portrayed by the destination marketer and 
therefore look for more realistic, objective and reliable information from which to form an image/opinion and 
thus make a decision in a more equal-to-equal relationship of information sharing.  
It was in the early 1970s when the tourism researcher Hunt (1975) demonstrated that the destination image plays 
a central role in tourists’ selection process (Cai, 2002; Echtner & Ritchie 2003). As its very same name indicates, 
tourism researchers and scholars define the destination image as ‘impressions of a place’ or ‘perceptions of an 
area’ (Echtner & Ritchie 2003: 41), which in this case would be circumscribed to ‘impressions of a hotel’ or 
‘perceptions of a hotel’. Analysing how this image is formed through EAs during client (reviewer)-to-(potential) 
client(s) interaction may be useful and enrichening in order to better understand what kind of 
image/impression/opinion motivates tourists hotel election process.  
However, despite the studies aforementioned and the importance of the tourism industry worldwide, there are 
few empirical studies which have determined and analysed the factors that specifically influence the formation of 
the destination image (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999), with the exception of, for instance, Gylling’s (2004) study on 
the destination image of Singapore. This is quite surprising because ‘before image can be used to influence 
behaviour, it is important to understand what influences image…knowing factors influencing it would help to 
identify markets and decide which image should be promoted to which segment of the market’ (Baloglu & 
McCleary, 1999, p. 869). As regards these specific factors, Gartner (1993) signals cognitive, affective and 
conative components as the ones forming the destination image. However, within a destination marketing 
context it is mainly the cognitive image – ‘the sum of beliefs and attitudes of an object leading to some internally 
accepted picture of its attributes’ (Gartner, 1993, p. 193) – the one with a ruling role among destination marketers 
since it can directly influence the tourist and his/her selection process. This cognitive image is the easiest to 
control and influence and that is the reason why it should be the focus of attention of hoteliers. Baloglu and 
McCleary (1999, p. 869) did also develop a model (see Figure 1) illustrating the destination image formation and 
including more factors than those mentioned by Gartner (1993): 
  




Figure 1. Destination image formation scheme 
Description: A general framework of destination image formation according to Baloglu & McCleary (1999, p. 
870). 
 
The destination image formation is thus crucial in any destination (hotel) choice since, as Gartner’s (1993) 
theory of destination selection process indicates – in this case extrapolated to hotel selection process-, all 
destinations are selectable (‘total opportunity set’) and it is this image what will determine this selection. The 
potential tourist narrows down the options to a final destination choice through a number of selection processes 
(Gylling, 2004). The analysis of some of these selection processes and their implications in impression formation 
processes from the perspective of the adjectives employed in OCRs has been the focus of this study. Only images 
that are carefully created and positioned in the minds of potential tourists ‘survive’ the evaluation process 
(Gylling, 2004) and adjectives very much determine and shape this. However, it cannot be forgotten either that 
what “good hotel” means to one person in an OCR may not be the same to what it means to another (demand, 
requirement and expectation parameters may vary from one person to another). Therefore, despite the fact that 
this small-scale study tries to provide an overview of the top-ranked hotel image formation process trhough 
adjectives, it must be kept in mind that particular reviewers and readers constitute individual entities which, 
despite normally being part of the same or at least similar interpretive communities (Fish, 1980), may interpret or 
react differently to the same kind of information. 
1.2 Netlinguistics and Communication: The Online Customer Review 
The development of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in recent years has brought about a 
proliferation of new means of information exchange and debate that allow people to get in touch and interact 
with other people from all over the world in an immediate manner. Internet linguistics (Crystal, 2002) or 
netlinguistics (Posteguillo, 2002, 2003) present and analyse the Internet as a medium of computer-mediated 
communication (CMC) in which the traditional analytical levels of language, i.e., substance, form, discourse, 
situation, and ideology (Haynes, 1989), take on a new dimension and a new significance. As Crystal (2002) 
wisely portrays, the web has become the first port of call for both information enquiry and leisure activity. The 
impact of communication through the Internet is noticeable nowadays; it breaks conventions and favours genre 
hybridization and the development of frontier genres. Moreover, the direct participation of travelers questions the 
exclusive role of experts in information transmission (Calvi, 2010). 
Internet forums and what could be called “interactive reviews” or online reviews are clear examples of 
computer-mediated information-exchange formats (genres), called digital genres or cybergenres, close to orality 
in many respects (especially in the case of forums), and with an astonishing potential for making information 
widely known immediately and with a great visual potential. Both of them are asynchronous in nature (unless 
participants happen to be connected at the same time so that communication can be synchronic) and, given the 
rationales of such genres, they are effective media for sharing data and information that users tend to consider 
true, non-biased, and reliable, since the interventions are authored, at least presumably, by independent 
“opinioners”.  
Following Gea Valor (2008), customer reviews (CRs) have their raison d'être and are becoming increasingly 
popular since they may be accepted more readily by an audience of peers. Real customers acting as reviewers 
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add to the presupposed accuracy and veracity of what is being reviewed, because the influence of what Shaw 
(2006) calls “interestedness” (the extent to which a recipient may recognise a genre as being used to persuade 
him/her to do something in benefit of the producer) seems to disappear or at least to be reduced to a minimum. 
Additionally, the simplicity of access, the scope of influence, the possibilities for updating, the interactive nature, 
and the constantly and rapidly increasing communicative potential of CMC among many other features make the 
web the ideal means and environment for customer reviews. This is also reinforced by the views of authors such 
as Pharo (2008), who stated that genres and their associated purpose, content, participants, time of use, place of 
usage, media, and form develop over time and this development depends on the community using and creating 
the genre, and thus on such a community’s needs -OCRs perfectly fitting the needs of tourists’ discourse 
community (Swales, 1990). 
Tripadvisor.com (from now on simply Tripadvisor) is an Internet site containing varied information about hotels, 
flights, vacation rentals, restaurants, trip ideas, and even has a travel forum, among other utilities. It is generally 
regarded as the most widely known and visited site of these characteristics on the web and it is advertised as a 
site containing “unbiased hotel reviews, photos, and travel advice for hotels and vacations”. Tripadvisor is thus a 
web application housing and providing technical support for information, opinions, and discussion threads about 
trips (and related issues), in which users are allowed to freely express their views and opinions on such matters, 
provided that a basic set of rules on respect are obeyed. In this study we have focused on hotel OCRs as offered 
on the site. Hence, the kind of written material (textual samples) we worked with and compiled for the corpus of 
study can be illustrated with the sample screenshot shown in Figure 2.  
 
 
Figure 2. Trip advisor OCR 
Description: Sample OCR from Tripadvisor included in the corpus. 
 
It can be observed at first sight that Tripadvisor reviews have a neat layout in which a lot of information is 
condensed into a relatively small physical space. Visual aids such as graphic ratings are used in order to offer the 
reader clear, to-the-point information that is easy to assimilate in case he/she does not want to go through the 
whole review. Thus, at the very beginning of the review we find a summarizing, general appraisal sentence that 
is always included as a “title” offering a preliminary evaluation and automatically, and rather unconsciously, 
generating a first impression on the reader. This summarizing sentence will already give the reader a first idea of 
the overall positive or negative character of the opinion/evaluation provided, which in most cases is more than 
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obvious and very straightforward (see also examples 1 and 2 from the corpus). It is this kind of information, 
provided by reviewers (former customers), that first helps the user gain an impression/form a general image of 
the reviewed hotel. 
(1) Home away from home for a princess. 
(2) The most horrible hotel I have ever stayed in. 
Proceeding with the general layout of the OCRs analysed, a graphic general rating scale of satisfaction is 
provided to quickly corroborate and “quantify” the preliminary information provided in the title. Then, the exact 
date of the review is provided, thereby adding to the implicitly assumed rule that a CMC needs to be up-to-date 
in order to be considered trustworthy. Following this, some details about the reviewer are also provided on the 
left-hand side of the review so as to reinforce the presumed reliability and real existence of the person writing the 
review. Thus, the name (normally a nickname), a profile picture (real or chosen from a predetermined set), the 
city and country of origin (Note 1), the number of reviews previously written on the site, and the number of 
“helpful votes” previously assigned to the reviewer by other information-seekers are the kind of data that will 
help the user decide on the usefulness and reliability of the review. Then, the review as such is presented and the 
options “more” or “less” provide the reader with the option of looking at the full version of the review or just the 
initial part of it, while also helping to prevent the page from appearing cluttered. 
In general, after reading just a few reviews and as expected, the user will realise that the main topics or 
parameters dealt with in hotel reviews have to do with value (for money), rooms (space, bathroom, distribution, 
standards of quality, commodities, accessories, views, etc.), hotel location, cleanliness, service (staff kindness, 
diligence and professionalism), and sleep quality. In fact, all the reviews include a specific rating system for each 
of these aspects, as shown at the bottom of Figure 2, where users have to value their impressions about the hotel 
they stayed in on a scale from zero to five marks. Furthermore, Tripadvisor also offers information on the date of 
the stay and the kind of trip, apart from giving the reader the opportunity to report inconvenient reviews and 
contributing to the reviewer’s “helpful votes” counter. 
A good point about online review sites such as Tripadvisor is that they are interactive and feedback may be 
provided constantly. Contrary to what happens with more “traditional” reviews (normally about films, books or 
particular products), this extant variant cybergenre (Watters & Shepherd 1997) offers an interactive approach 
that takes advantage of the best of traditional genres but also incorporates all the possibilities offered by the new 
media. For instance, a especially interesting feature is the fact that Tripadvisor offers hotel managers the 
possibility of responding to customers’ reviews.  
As regards the style and language used in online reviews, some types of novel (whether emergent or spontaneous) 
cybergenres like, prototypically, chats constitute instances of oral(ised) written texts (Yus 2001). In this respect, 
reviews per se cannot normally be considered pure instances of oral(ised) written texts but a considerable 
percentage of them do contain significant traits of orality, thus tending toward informality. In short and in general, 
it could be stated that we have detected two large profiles of reviewers: those more concerned with the language, 
style and spelling of their reviews, that is, those more concerned with formality (see example 3), and those less 
concerned with these aspects who prefer a more conversational, expressive form of communication that comes 
closer to orality and thus closer to oral(ised) written texts and informality (see examples 4 and 5). 
(3) Many different nationalities but all with the same exemplary level of service blended with a genuine interest 
in their guests. 
(4) The one BUT is the lack of wifi. The hotel advertises and charges (why??) for in-room wifi.  
(5) Great first night in London! Gorgeous hotel, rooms were fantastic, bed soooo comfortable!  
In this paper, however, we are not trying to elucidate which tendency (formal or informal) is more consistently 
deemed trustworthy by review readers. The focus of this study is the observation and analysis of evaluative 
adjectives (EAs) as image or opinion-formers/providers in OCRs. However, the appearance of adjectives such as 
fab (11 instances in the corpus) and comfy (38 instances) in the corpus, as well as other purposefully misspelled 
formations of the brillianttttttt* type, does nothing but confirm this tendency toward informality also in many 
EAs. According to this and as a brief overview of the main stylistic, formal and sociolinguistic features of 
cybergenres, it can be stated that they are giving way to a new kind of literacy. The views in this respect are 
varied and despite the catastrophist view of those thinking that “technospeak” or CMC in general are the 
beginning of the end of presently accepted standards, it must also be acknowledged that the Internet is fostering 
new and creative ways of communication. As Crystal (2005) pointed out, the key is to be aware that (within 
certain acceptable and reasonable limits) “if new informal varieties of language are emerging, then a fresh 
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relationship between nonstandard English and Standard English is likely”. According to this same author, the 
properties that differentiate CMC from speech (from a formal perspective) include the lack of simultaneous 
feedback (critical to successful conversation), the absence of a nonsegmental phonology (or tone of voice, etc.), 
which can be partially imitated with other means such as capitalisation (see example 6 from the corpus), and its 
ability to carry on multiple interactions simultaneously (for example in chatrooms).  
(6) Honestly, If anyone is thinking of going there, please, AVOID IT!!! 
Also according to Crystal (2005), the properties which differentiate CMC from writing include its dynamic 
dimension (through effects such as animation and page refreshing), its ability to frame messages (as in email 
cutting and pasting), and its hypertextuality. From a sociolinguistic perspective, Crystal (2005) contended that 
CMC should be regarded as a positive fact, since “the internet is allowing us to once more explore the power of 
the written language in a creative way”, whereas from a stylistic perspective, he considers the emergence of 
digital genres as a new stage in the evolution of the written language.  
Finally, it must be kept in mind that the focus of this study is not on checking the accomplishment of linguistic 
quality standards or the in-depth analysis of online reviews as examples of oralised-written texts. Instead, it 
concentrates on the analysis of the way reviewers portray and give their opinions about hotels through EAs and 
on the way this opinionated portrayal may help prospective clients form an image about such hotel and thus help 
them make a decision as regards their choice of hotel.  
1.3 The Role of Evaluative Adjectives as Opinion-Formers/Providers 
Adjectives are words capable of condensing evaluations, classifying entities or describing qualities into a single 
lexeme. Despite the differences in the syntactic form adopted, all languages provide some means of modifying or 
elaborating the meanings of nouns (Fellbaum, Gross & Miller 1993). Adjectives are the most prototypical way to 
express the qualification of a noun despite the fact that words originally pertaining to other syntactic categories 
can also function as adjectives, as is the case of the present and past participle of terms and also of nouns 
premodifying other nouns. 
On the other hand, “evaluation”, as conceded by Hunston and Thompson (2000), is a slippery and complex 
notion which has been assigned several different labels depending on the author: Martin (2000) and Martin and 
White (2005) adopted the term appraisal, whereas Biber et al (1999) and Conrad and Biber (2000) used the term 
stance, and Barton (1993) preferred evidentiality. As has already been explained, evaluation cannot only be 
achieved by means of EAs but it is difficult to find an “easier”, “more condensed” way of expressing appraisal 
than with adjectives. In the line of the aforementioned variation in the term “evaluation”, adjectives with an 
evaluative role have also been assigned different nomenclatures, including the already-mentioned “evaluative” 
adjectives (Tucker, 1997; Hunston & Francis 2000; Swales & Burke 2003; Samson 2006), “attitudinal epithets” 
(Halliday 1985) or “subjective evaluative adjectives” (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1980), among others.  
In this study, we have used the term evaluation applied to adjectives in its broadest semantic sense, as 
understood by Hunston and Thompson (2000, p. 5): “[…] evaluation is the broad cover term for the expression 
of the speaker or writer’s attitude or stance toward, viewpoint on, or feelings about the entities or propositions 
that he or she is talking about”. In fact, the notion of EA adopted here would combine semantic, pragmatic, and 
functional criteria. Therefore, from now on throughout this paper, EAs will refer to those adjectival instances 
combining the Hallidayan concept of “attitudinal epithets” (expressing the speaker’s subjective attitude toward 
the referent) and Kerbrat-Orecchioni’s notion of subjective adjectives (including modal adjectives).  
As this paper tries to show, EAs play a paramount role in the genre analysed, i.e., hotel OCRs, since the rationale 
of reviews is precisely to express opinion on the basis of a real true experience involving the item reviewed (in 
this case a hotel) in order to help others make a decision about how well such an item fits their objectives or 
subjective expected values. Evaluation is thus a key aspect in any opinion-related genre. Adjectives in general 
can account for merely objective but also for more subjective features and as such they can reveal much about 
the speaker’s/writer’s attitude toward the textual content, which is exactly what the review reader is looking for 
in order to form an impression/image of his/her own. This is why when convincing, reasoning, narrating, and 
telling, adjectives are always present and thus have a strong interpersonal dimension, especially in the case of 
EAs.  
The choice of one evaluative adjective instead of another in the text when commenting key aspects about hotels 
may make the meaning of the text change completely. Hence, we firmly believe that EAs play a crucial role in 
tourists’ destination image formation and decision-making processes. When it comes to forming a preliminary 
image of the suitability and convenience of booking a room in one hotel instead of another, reading about a 
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wonderful hotel obviously does not normally have the same effect as finding it described as a decent hotel. The 
evaluated entity (Hewings, 2004) is the same – the hotel – but the adjectival evaluative acts (Hewings, 2004) 
wonderful and decent are not expressing the same degree of excellence or satisfaction. In any case, evaluation on 
the part of equals seems to be considered more trustworthy than biased promotional discourse, even though 
“language is never neutral and texts are never innocent” and “all selections are ideological” (Stubbs, 1998, pp. 
371-372).  
Finally, a recurrently appreciated feature such as the super-positive or super-negative (although in a smaller 
proportion in our corpus) portrayal of certain aspects has also been analysed as a highly significant feature of 
EAs in the genre under analysis. As McCarthy and Carter (2004) stated, hyperbole (also referred to as 
exaggeration or overstatement in order to achieve some effect) has been studied in rhetoric and in literary 
contexts, but only relatively recently in banal, everyday contexts like the one under analysis here. Hyperbole is 
quite a common strategy among reviewers due to its strong emotional potential for the reader. Hyperbole, which 
always carries with it increased expressivity, may be produced in a wide variety of forms (also through simple, 
monolexematic EAs) and constitutes an instance of “extreme case formulation” (Norrick, 2004; Sidnell, 2004). 
These EAs that show increased intensity in their meaning carry what Martin and White (2005) have called force, 
which includes functions such as intensification and quantification, up-scaling, and maximisation. In this sense, 
as Edo Marzá (2012) concedes, the euphoria technique is frequently used in the tourism context, which makes 
the extended and hyperbolic use of adjectives a common trait also among hotel OCRs.  
2. The Study 
This study is grounded on a corpus of OCRs of top-ranked hotels from four different geographical locations, all 
of them having in common the fact that they were published online on the Tripadvisor website during June 2011. 
Thus, in this study an ad-hoc corpus of top-ranked hotel reviews amounting to 251 271 tokens was compiled. 
This corpus includes reviews of the top-10 most popular, the top-10 budget and the top-10 luxury hotels 
(according to the Tripadvisor official site) from New York, Paris, London, and Rome. More specifically, 10 
reviews were gathered for each of the top-10 hotels in each of the three categories mentioned (popular, budget, 
and luxury) and in each of the four locations under analysis. We are aware of the fact that the composition of the 
corpus (OCRs of top-ranked hotels) implies a deliberate bias of the corpus toward positivity. This bias was 
created purposefully to fit the aim of the study, which is precisely the analysis of how the image of top-ranked 
hotels is formed via EAs (and the corpus was compiled accordingly). The focus on top-ranked hotels is due to 
the fact that, at least presumably, these reviews will show a higher lexical richness (obviously implying a 
tendency toward praise) than other more neutrally appraised hotels and this could be translated into a significant 
presence of EAs. Moreover, we also considered that both positive and negative extremes in evaluations would be 
more easily noticeable in top-ranked hotel reviews (despite the clear predominance of the former) and extremes 
in evaluation always facilitate and speed up, consciously or unconsciously, the image-formation process. 
Moreover, we believe that the analysis of negative evaluations in top-ranked hotels will be especially significant 
in the image formation of top-ranked hotels because of their unexpectedness for the reader, which will probably 
result in an increased specific weight of these negative evaluations in the impression-formation process. 
Despite this purposeful “top-rank” bias, mixing different hotel categories when compiling the corpus responds to 
the desire and need to present a sample of language and reviewers’ profiles that is as real and varied as possible. 
Altogether, 1200 different hotel reviews were finally gathered in the corpus. For the purposes of this study, all 
the contributions compiled were checked to make sure that they were written in English by reviewers from 
English-speaking countries and that the quality of the language made the reviews understandable and at least 
average-acceptable from a linguistic and stylistic perspective.  
The corpus was analysed and results retrieved with the software concordance program WordSmith Tools 5.0 
(WST), which in turn consists of three applications: WordList, KeyWords, and Concord. In this study the three 
applications were used to perform the statistical analysis and obtain corpus frequency counts (WordList), to 
retrieve the list of keywords or words with significant saliency in the corpus (KeyWords), and to analyse the 
in-context behavior of EAs and hospitality-related key/allusive lexical items, mainly through concordance lines 
and collocates analysis (Concord). 
Thus, the following specific aspects of the OCRs of top-ranked hotels as related with the image formation 
process through EAs were analysed with WST: 
1. Frequency and saliency data as regards the most relevant and characteristic EAs in the corpus. On this 
basis we also tried to determine the character or quality of EAs in top-ranked OCRs according to a 
positivity continuum and to a functional, semantic and pragmatic classification of their values in the 
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corpus. This first classification from a triple vertex perspective constitutes a focus on the frequency, 
saliency, quality, and value of evaluations. The applications employed for this purpose were WordList 
and KeyWords. 
2. The collocational behavior of EAs when portraying the main evaluated entities normally associated with 
the concept “hotel” and thus with the hospitality industry. This second aspect analysed constitutes a focus 
on the contextual behaviors, meaning, and form of the adjectives evaluating key hospitality-related 
aspects. The application used for this task was Concordance, and more specifically the tools Concord and 
Collocates. 
With the kind of analysis undertaken and the results obtained, in the next section we intend to provide an 
enlightening view of the way top-ranked hotels are portrayed by reviewers in OCRs by means of EAs and thus 
on the way readers (potential customers) may interpret and consequently form an image of the hotel reviewed. 
3. Results 
3.1 Frequency, Saliency, Quality, and Value: A Proposed Classification of Evaluative Adjectives in the Corpus 
As indicated in the WST “statistics” tab (see Figure 3), the frequency list obtained for this study shows a total of 
9314 corpus types (Note 2) before preselection and a total of 8915 after the preselection of grammatical words. 
Of all these types, 3146 are instances of hapax legommena or words occurring just once in the corpus. From this 
frequency list obtained from the corpus, we focused on the first (top-frequency) 2000 word types, from which we 
later manually selected the top-frequency EAs used by Tripadvisor hotel reviewers talking about top-ranked 
hotels. Additionally, in this initial part of the study we also selected for further analysis those EAs regarded as 
key or salient by the Keywords list. Hence, the manual selection of EAs among these 2000 top-frequency types 
and keywords list in the corpus resulted in 249 EA types to be analysed.  
Regarding tokens, the corpus as a whole has 251 271 tokens. From a perspective based purely on frequency, the 
2000 top-frequency types accounted for 83 910 of these tokens; of these 2000 top-frequency types, 214 were 
instances of EAs amounting to 9709 tokens. Altogether (including both frequent and key/salient types), the 249 
types belonging to the category of EA and analysed in this study amounted to 11 378 tokens. Of all the adjectives 
considered for the study, none of them presented a frequency lower than seven according to the Wordlist 
frequency list or below four according to the Keywords list.  
 
Figure 3. Wordlist results 
Description: Statistical data from the corpus provided by the WST tool Wordlist. 
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As initially expected, corpus counts showed that the number of EAs in the corpus analysed is significantly higher 
than that of more objective/descriptive adjectives, since the genre analysed is deeply subjective and opinionated 
in nature. The statistical data provided also reflects the fact that in this study we are working with a specialised 
corpus, since a specific genre characteristic from a specific domain and accomplishing specific aims within a 
given discourse community is being dealt with. Even though the degree of specialisation is not as high as that of 
other more prototypically specialised subject topics might be (the TTR of the corpus of study is 3.75 and its 
standardised TTR is 34.73), specialisation and specificity in content with respect to a reference corpus are easily 
noticeable. Regarding corpus composition, Wordlist frequency results seem to indicate coherence in the corpus 
compiled for the study, which appears to be well balanced and representative. For instance, the top-frequency 
lexical items in our corpus (showing a frequency above 1000) are hotel (3743 instances), staff (1345), stay 
(1141), and location (1128), all of them logical and to be expected given the domain and the genre dealt with in 
the study. Table 1 shows the 20 top-frequency units in the corpus, which also seem to be expectable, 
representative units in view of the topic. 
Hence, the point of departure of this study was the analysis of grammatical-word-free frequency lists. It is 
enlightening to notice that of the 20 top-frequency lexical units (types) in the corpus (see Table 1) – and 
excluding grammatical words, already removed from corpus counts – seven of these types are adjectives. We 
have to wait until position eight to find the first highly frequent EA in the corpus, which is clean (625 instances) 
and then we subsequently find nice (584), friendly (491), perfect (451), helpful (430), excellent (423), and 
comfortable (409); all of these top-position adjectives can be considered evaluative, whereas the other 13 types 
in the corpus are nouns. From these first, preliminary corpus data it seems logical to believe that evaluative 
adjectives play a determining role in the genre under study (approximately 35 percent of the 20 top-frequency 
words in the corpus are EAs). 
 
Table 1. Frequency list from the corpus of study 
N Word Freq. 
1 HOTEL 3743 
2 STAFF 1345 
3 STAY 1141 
4 LOCATION 1128 
5 SERVICE 922 
6 STAYED 800 
7 BREAKFAST 700 
8 CLEAN 625 
9 NICE 584 
10 NIGHT 579 
11 TIME 560 
12 FRIENDLY 491 
13 ROME 455 
14 PERFECT 451 
15 PARIS 437 
16 HELPFUL 430 
17 EXCELLENT 423 
18 LONDON 414 
19 COMFORTABLE 409 
20 BED 394 
Description: As shown in Table 1, 20 top-frequency lexical units (types) in the corpus obtained with Wordlist. 
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It is undeniable that frequency figures are very useful in corpus-based research and that they are normally 
interpreted in terms of the relevance/importance of the word in the field. Nevertheless, as conceded by Taljard 
and De Schryver (2002), reading through top-frequency words is obviously an unrefined procedure not 
necessarily implying significance. This is why, in this paper, the analysis of the image of top-ranked hotels 
provided by reviewers through EAs will initially be based on the classification of such EAs through a double 
perspective, based on the frequency but also on the saliency of these EAs. Together with the purely 
frequency-based analysis, with the saliency analysis we determine which significant terms, as regards both their 
frequency and their specialised, infrequent character if compared with a general reference corpus, are 
characteristic of OCRs and thus significantly help to prototypically form the image of top-ranked hotels. Hence, 
in this section we present a first set of results in the form of a classificatory table (Table 2) in which EAs have 
been categorised according to three different but complementary perspectives: 
 Their aforementioned frequent and/or salient character 
 Their quality and degree of positivity/negativity (according to a continuum) 
 The classification of their value according to functional, semantic and pragmatic criteria 
However, prior to the initial classification, that is, during the manual selection of EAs in both the frequency and 
the KeyWord lists, a series of problematic issues arose. As is the case in almost any study in which the author’s 
intuition and subjectivity play an important part, there were cases in which the “evaluative” feature depended 
entirely on the context of use, and there were also dubious instances as regards the accuracy of the label 
“evaluative” in some adjective types. For instance, in our corpus, the adjective accessible was found with an 
evaluative and non-evaluative dimension (see examples 7 and 8) both in the top-frequency and keywords list: 
(7) EV: It is a small hotel so the people there are very personable and accessible. 
(8) NON-EV: A control panel for the entire room is accessible at various spots. 
In these cases in which both evaluative and merely descriptive shades of meaning are given in a single adjective, 
the decision as to whether or not to consider the adjective as an EA depended on its general, predominant or 
more widespread use in the corpus. Consequently, EAs such as accessible were not included because they were 
considered mainly non-evaluative in our corpus, whereas some other dubious instances such as private were 
finally considered evaluative according to corpus numeric and co-textual evidence. 
In the same way, since this study was limited from the very beginning to EAs in their strictest sense, nouns with 
a semantic adjectival status were not considered for the count. The same happened with the category of 
participles. Despite Quirk and Greenbaum’s (1979) and Bosque’s (1990) literature in this respect (according to 
which the difference between adjectives and participles is often not clear-cut and depends on the verbal force 
retained by the latter), we decided not to include them in our final count since, after a deep in-context analysis, 
we observed a very weak evaluative force in most of these past participles.  
As previously stated, we initially classified the EAs in the corpus in three different categories (lists): a list of 
both top-frequency and top-saliency EAs in the corpus (list 1), a list of “merely” frequent EAs (list 2), and a list 
of “merely” salient EAs (list 3). Thus, in this paper, list (1) (that of both frequent and salient EAs) was created 
by matching the EAs appearing in both the WordList and the KeyWords lists. Scott (1998, p. 236) defined the 
term “keyword” as “a word which occurs with unusual frequency in a given text”. As Taljard and De Schryver 
(2002) state, unusual frequency is normally related to outstandingness and implies that a word has an unusually 
high (but also an unusually low) frequency in a text/corpus in comparison to its occurrence in a reference corpus 
of some kind since a keyword list therefore gives a measure of saliency, whereas a simple word list only 
provides frequency (Baker 2006). Hence, KeyWords can thus be said to complement the kind of analysis offered 
by WordList frequency lists.  
As Berber Sardinha (2000) goes on to state, the software also identifies words whose frequencies are statistically 
lower in the study corpus, which are called “negative keywords”, in contrast to positive keywords, which have 
higher frequencies in the study corpus. However, negative keywords are not the issue to be discussed in this 
paper and, whenever a keyword is mentioned, a “positive” value is implied. We also disregarded those words 
rendered as keywords by the program simply because their incorrect spelling makes them salient with respect to 
the reference corpus. This is the case of the “false keywords” confortable*, helpfull*, pleasent*, wonderfull*, 
seperate*, beautifull*, excellant*, freindly*, wonderfull*, phantastic* and awfull*. We attribute the recurrent 
appearance of these words in the corpus mainly to a simple lack of attention on the part of the reviewers. In the 
case of this study, the reference corpus was the British National Corpus (a reference corpus of 100 million words 
of written and spoken general British English). 
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As Table 2 shows, after comparing the top-frequency EAs from the corpus of study with the positively 
key/salient EAs in the corpus (175 EAs in total were rendered as keywords (Note 3), some of which did not 
appear among Wordlist’s top 2000 lexical units), a significant number of coincidences were noted. For example, 
115 EAs appeared in both frequency and saliency lists (units belonging to list (1)), revealing the most 
representative EAs in the corpus. This high number of coincidences is, however, to be expected since keyness is 
also assigned on the basis of frequency in comparison with the general, reference corpus.  
Departing from the classification of EAs according to their level of frequency and/or saliency, we proceeded 
with the analysis of such EAs from the perspective of their degree of positivity/negativity. Reviewers often 
evaluate products or aspects with multiple attributes that undoubtedly contribute to the informative nature of 
OCRs and thus to image formation. However, these attributes which will act as opinion formers/providers for the 
potential customer, trigger a rather unconscious initial cognitive process in him/her consisting in simply 
regarding the information as positive or negative. Subjective expectations also play an important role in this 
initial image-formation stage. In this specific case, in which top-ranked hotels are the focus of the study, these 
expectations (as well as EAs themselves) will presumably tend toward positivity, whereas negative information 
will have, in our opinion, an even greater effect on the reader because of its more unexpected nature. This is the 
onset of image or impression formation: the consideration of an evaluation as being positive or negative. EAs 
may be positive, neutral or negative in valence and may trigger, in this case, the action of booking or 
disregarding a hotel on the part of a prospective client; they can thus be considered “image formers/providers” 
and consequently “action-triggers”. The placing of EAs on the positivity-negativity continuum established in 
Table 2 was the second stage in the proposed classification. The classificatory process also attempted to 
reproduce the natural process by which EAs are understood, assimilated and interpreted by readers when 
forming an image or impression of the hotel reviewed. This is why, in the final stage, the image formed in the 
readers’ mind and thus the action of liking or disliking, of booking or not, will be carried out depending on the 
more reflective specific evaluation provided for each of the aspects under analysis and on the accomplishment of 
expectations on the part of the reader for each of these aspects. Accordingly, Table 2 shows the results obtained 
from the corpus of study categorised in terms of a triple perspective: the placing of EAs in list (1): frequent and 
salient EAs, list (2): only frequent EAs, or list (3): only key/salient EAs; their placing on a quality continuum 
(ranging from the ultra-positive, positive, and more neutral or average, to the negative, or ultra-negative); and 
their placing according to the kind of evaluation provided as regards five basic values or categories (Note 4) for 
EAs established on functional, semantic and pragmatic criteria: aesthetic appeal, general appraisal, deviance 
(Note 5), emotional/sensory appeal (not aesthetic), and size/strength-related adjectives. 
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 spacious (149) huge (87) 
short (119) 
little (247) 
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Description: As shown in Table 2, suggested categorisation of the evaluative adjectives in the corpus (with 
frequency of appearance included) from a triple perspective. 
 
Since meaning in context is critical to any kind of discourse/terminological analysis, an immediate-context 
analysis of the corpus was performed to examine the placing of most of the instances in Table 2. Therefore, apart 
from their meaning per se, EAs were placed in Table 2 according to their most recurrent usage in corpus. If the 
EA analysed presented approximately the same number of overall positive and negative in-context 
interpretations or an adjective presented a weak evaluative force or was comparatively neutral or unmarked in 
nature, they were placed in the “neutral/subject to interpretation” column, despite acknowledging the fact that 
EAs are never totally neutral, otherwise they would lose their evaluative character. 
From the placing and triple perspective analysis of the EAs in the corpus, the first big conclusion to be drawn is 
that, as expected, negative evaluations are outnumbered by positive or ultra-positive ones in top-ranked OCRs. 
On the whole, it may be stated that the evaluation categories “general appraisal” and “emotional/sensory appeal” 
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were the ones preferred by reviewers for shaping, depicting, and helping to form the image of the hotel reviewed. 
These categories are also the most common ones among the most representative EAs in the corpus (those 
belonging to list 1) and show a clear tendency toward extremes in evaluation. Deviance adjectives are also 
highly significant in the genre under analysis. The very same rationale of the genre allows for this assumed 
importance because deviance adjectives show precisely a deviance from an established or expected norm, and 
the accomplishment (or not) of expectations is one of the key aspects valued by both readers and reviewers. For 
instance, the qualification of a hotel as cheap indicates that it cost less than expected, the qualification of dirty 
indicates that it is less clean than expected/the accepted norm, and this kind of information is always critical 
because it is at the basis of compliance with basic standards and expectations.  
As previously stated, there appears to be a clear tendency on the part of reviewers toward positivity or at least 
toward the use of positive EAs in their reviews of top-ranked hotels and this is especially noticeable in the 
“frequent and salient” category (list (1)). This “frequent and salient” category presents what can be considered 
the most representative adjectives of the domain and genre under study and in it we can appreciate a clear 
tendency toward positivity and ultra-positivity (hyperbole). It is interesting to notice that EAs from list (1) are 
normally instances of positive or extra-positive evaluations so that we can claim there is a deliberate tendency 
toward positive exaggeration in the corpus but originated in a non-interested position, which makes it more 
valuable and reliable. It is also interesting to note that “general appraisal” EAs such as perfect, excellent, 
amazing, fantastic, wonderful, or incredible, placed mainly at the “extremely positive evaluation” end of the 
continuum, are also the ones normally used in the titles of top-ranked hotel reviews. This can be explained by the 
fact that they show a general and very expressive overall evaluation, as shown by examples 9 and 10. The same 
happens with the few “general appraisal” EAs from list (2), which are also the ones normally used in the titles of 
OCRs for very negative appraisals. These EAs are mainly frequent but not salient, as the ones in list (1), except 
worst (see examples 11 and 12): 
(9) Wonderful! I would never stay anywhere else! 
(10) Fabulous Hotel and Great Staff. 
(11) The most horrible hotel I have ever stayed in. 
(12) The worst Hotel ever; what a nightmare! 
It is also very common throughout the three lists to find numerous “emotional/sensory appeal” appraisals, 
normally at the “majority positive evaluation” end of the continuum: friendly, helpful, relaxing, enjoyable, and 
romantic are some of the most common ones. These kinds of adjectives are seen to be very important in our 
corpus, probably due to the fact that we are dealing with a highly subjective, opinionated genre which is 
constantly pervaded by the reviewers’ own emotions of fulfillment or, to a lesser extent in our corpus, 
disappointment. 
The EAs in the category of “only-frequent” (list (2)) types were much more difficult to place in the table because 
in general they present more neutral semantic traits than other more key/salient adjectives (more significant in 
the genre). They are, so to speak, commoner or less marked adjectives and as such their meaning is not so 
strongly marked in the context of study as in the case of some extreme adjectives that are both salient and 
frequent, and thus undoubtedly characteristic of the genre under analysis. The adjectives in this category are 
essentially positive or neutral in nature and tend to provide “general appraisal” and “emotional/sensory 
appraisal”. Proportionally, “only-frequent” adjectives present more negative types than the adjectives in category 
(1). These adjectives pertaining to the negative part of the continuum are thus highly frequent (awkward, awful, 
horrible, unpleasant), but WST does not consider them as salient – and thus characteristic of hotel OCRs- as 
others such as terrible, rude, or disappointing in our corpus. 
Appraisals regarding “size-strength related” negative qualities are proportionally common in EAs from list (3). 
That is, “negative size-strength related” EAs are especially common among the only salient/key set of adjectives 
– claustrophobic, cramped, minuscule – whereas for lists (1) and (2), these kinds of EAs are mainly positive or 
ultra-positive – spacious, biggest, enormous, and so forth. Despite their proportionally minority character, 
negative evaluations are critical in the context of top-ranked hotels. Many studies in psychology, political science, 
and marketing suggest that people often tend to grant negative information greater weight than positive 
information of an equal intensity (Ahluwalia 2002; Herr, Kardes & Kim 1991; among others). As Herr et al 
(1991) stated, negative attribute information is normally assigned greater weight than positive attribute 
information because it contrasts with expectations (Simpson & Ostrom 1976), something that is undeniable in 
the context analysed here. Accordingly, as Lalwani (2006) concedes, these and other similar findings have led 
researchers to conclude that negative information exerts a greater influence on judgments than equivalent 
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positive information because of its higher diagnosticity. This phenomenon has been termed the negativity bias. 
Hence, negative information normally exerts a greater influence than positive information because it is both 
novel and unexpected. Good appraisals are what readers expect when reading about top-ranked hotels, but it is 
negative information that more powerfully determines the final image or impression in the reader’s subconscious. 
Moreover, negative information has been claimed to carry greater specific weight because it is normally less 
ambiguous than positive information (Wyer 1973). The analysis of negative evaluations in our corpus of study is 
important not just because this kind of evaluation normally has a greater impact on the reader’s subconscious 
mind, but because they are more unexpected in a corpus of top-ranked hotel reviews. Negative appraisals in our 
corpus are especially significant as regards emotional/sensory appeal EAs (noisy, unfriendly, rude, disappointing, 
picky, and stuffy) and they mainly refer to staff work. Even “rooms” seems another of the aspects where negative 
appraisals appear more often, as the next section will show. Thus, we dare to state that due to the higher 
emotional impact of negative statements and due to the consciously or unconsciously assumed greater diagnostic 
character of negative evaluations, reviewers tend to amplify (exaggerate) positive evaluations through the use of 
extreme adjectives. The reason why they do this is to make their contributions as expressive as possible and to 
try to offset the effect of negativity, which is more easily achieved. The way these specific aspects are evaluated 
in the corpus is explained in the next section. 
3.2 Collocational Behavior of the Main Evaluated Entities and Their Associated Evaluative Adjectives in Online 
Customer Reviews 
In this section, the main aspects (evaluated entities) normally dealt with in hotel OCRs (location, cleanliness, 
staff, etc.) are analysed in terms of their linguistic combination and appearance with EAs. Their joint appearance 
in context has been analysed in order to determine their collocational behavior and thus the way EAs portray or 
convey the image of specific hospitality aspects dealt with in OCRs of top-ranked hotels.  
As explained in previous sections (see Figure 2), the OCRs analysed deal mainly with the evaluated entities 
“value”, “rooms”, “location”, “cleanliness”, “service”, and “sleep quality”, which summarise the basic aspects to 
be considered and appraised in any hotel stay. On the basis of this list of assessable items proposed by 
Tripadvisor, we have created a simplified five-item list of evaluated entities regarding the concept “hotel”: 1. 
Value, 2. Rooms, 3. Location, 4. Cleanliness, and 5. Service. The purpose of this part of the study was to analyse 
how the image of each of these key evaluated entities is formed according to both the EAs most frequently 
associated with them and the way these related EAs collocate. With this aim in mind, a maximum of four 
key/allusive words per evaluated entity were chosen and analysed in the corpus to study the way EAs and such 
allusive words create recurrent and significant linguistic patterns and thus contribute to the image-formation 
process. Except for the aspects “value” and “cleanliness”, in which some adjectives were used as key/allusive 
words, the rest of those words were nouns, and all of them were analysed with the Concord tools “Concordance” 
and “Collocates”. Accordingly, the list of evaluated entities and the associated key/allusive words chosen is as 
follows: 
1. Value: value, money, price*, worth* (Note 7) 
2. Rooms: room*, suite*, bed*, bathroom* 
3. Location: locat* 
4. Cleanliness: clean* 
5. Service: service, staff 
Additionally, the search word (key/allusive word) hotel* was also submitted to WST analysis in order to study 
the most recurrent and significant collocates for this sort of hypernym in the corpus.  
Obviously the selection of words was rather personal and subjective, and we are aware of the fact that there are 
many other possible (and maybe better) key/allusive words that could have been used for the analysis. 
Nonetheless, we considered the ones chosen a good first approach to the topic and well suited to be able to reach 
representative conclusions. Possible related key/allusive words of a too-generic nature or that allow for more 
than one interpretation (such as place for the category “location”) were discarded to avoid imprecision and the 
same happened with words with a low frequency of appearance in the corpus (such as tidy). Obviously, the 
aspects analysed may also (and in fact very often do) appear mixed up or commented in an integrated way: 
rooms may be clean (mixing up the “rooms” and “cleanliness” categories), location may not be worth the money 
(mixing up “location” and “value”), all of which contributes to the richness of the study. From the analysis of 
these results, a series of general conclusions may initially be drawn: 
Once again, the lists of collocates obtained reflected a clear and expected overall tendency toward the positive or 
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ultra-positive evaluation of specific hospitality aspects. In general (and proportionally), the most positively 
evaluated aspect is location, so location is, or can at least be expected to be, one of the most important and 
top-valued aspects among top-ranked hotels. 
One of the aspects allowing for more negative evaluations is the evaluated entity “Room”, and more specifically 
the key/allusive aspects bed*, room*, and bathroom*. The negative collocates of such words are normally 
“size/strength-related” EAs referring to the inappropriate or disappointing size of the room/bathroom (small, 
smaller, little, tiny), together with general appraisal EAs (terrible) or emotional/sensory appeal adjectives such as 
uncomfortable or hard, mainly when referring to beds. The second aspect allowing for more negative evaluations 
(also proportionally) is “Service”, whose key/allusive words tend to collocate in the corpus with poor, bad, 
unfriendly, and awesome. Hence, despite the proportionally small number of negative appraisals, we can 
conclude that according to our corpus analysis, the evaluated entity “Room*” is the one that is most often 
negatively evaluated in top-ranked hotel OCRs, followed by that of “Service”.  
The general evaluated entity “Hotel” is negatively assessed in the corpus by means of EAs such as terrible, 
expensive, or small despite the evident and already-mentioned tendency toward positive or ultra-positive 
appraisals of a rather generic nature. Hyperbole is especially noticeable in this evaluated entity, in which 
“general appraisal” extreme EAs such as wonderful, fantastic, fabulous, gorgeous, and so on are frequent. 
“Emotional/sensory appeal” adjectives are also especially common in the appraisal of hotels in general, 
examples being romantic, friendly, favorite, and welcoming. It is interesting to note that the aspects that most 
often contain negative appraisals in our corpus are, curiously, also the ones that are most often positively 
appraised with extremely positive EAs. For instance, apart from the rather widely extended complaints about 
size of rooms and bathrooms, the aspect “Room*” frequently shows key collocations referring to the excellent, 
fantastic, amazing, wonderful, outstanding, or superb nature of its associated key/allusive words.  
Finally, “Concordance” and “Collocates” were used to retrieve some of the most common or simply significant 
collocations used by reviewers when reviewing top-ranked hotels for each of the evaluated entities under study. 
By so doing, we believe a complete picture of the image-formation mechanisms provided by OCRs through EAs 
can be obtained. Obviously, just a brief illustrative sample of collocations has been included because of space 
limitations (Note 8). For instance, we find many collocations carrying a super-positive evaluation of the different 
aspects: 
VALUE: Great/very good/excellent/fantastic VALUE // Excellent/great/superb/best/amazing VALUE 
for (the) MONEY // WORTH every penny/dollar/euro //absolutely WORTH it // well/totally WORTH it 
// WORTH a try // expensive but WORTH it // WORTH the PRICE for (city) // WORTH the MONEY // 
WORTH paying/trying //… 
ROOMS: Excellent/fantastic/wonderful ROOM(S) // ROOM(S) was/were amazing // 
stunning/fabulous/extremely comfortable SUITE // the SUITE is beyond belief // cloud-like BED // the 
most heavenly BEDDING // the BEDROOM is magical // magic BED // the BED was supremely 
comfortable // the BEDROOM is exceptional // the BEDROOMS were impressive // huge /wonderful 
BATHROOM // the BATHROOM was simply amazing// BATHROOMS are fabulous// immaculate 
CLEANLINESS //… 
LOCATION: excellently LOCATED // LOCATION is brilliant/ideal/great /fabulous // the best/ 
magnificent/amazing/fantastic/terrific/prime/unbelievable/ perfect LOCATION // LOCATION couldn’t 
be better//… 
CLEANLINESS: impeccably CLEAN // immaculately/exceptionally/extremely CLEAN //… 
SERVICE: excellent/unforgettable/wonderful STAFF// STAFF were(was) very helpful/(extremely) 
helpful and eager/amazing/wonderful/incredibly friendly and helpful// excellent and flawless STAFF // 
SERVICE is impeccable // SERVICE was excellent // perfect/wonderful/outstanding/brilliant/superb/ 
great/first-class SERVICE // SERVICE was good/top-notch//… 
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Among those providing a more average or even neutral evaluation, we find: 
VALUE: OK/good/fair for the PRICE // Good VALUE for (the) MONEY // reasonably PRICED for 
(CITY) // reasonable PRICE // well PRICED // modest/fair/standard/normal/cheap PRICE / VALUE 
for the PRICE // comfortable / lovely BED(S) // the BED was clean // BED(S) were cosy//… 
ROOMS: Good/great/spacious/nice/comfortable/lovely/large/beautiful ROOM(S) // adequate 
ROOM(S) // lovely SUITE(S) // the SUITE(S) are elegant // comfortable / lovely BED // the BED was 
clean // BEDS were cosy // the BEDROOMS are clean and tidy // the BATHROOM was clean // 
clean/well-cleaned/lovely BATHROOM // the BATHROOM was roomy // BATHROOM is okay//… 
LOCATION: good/quiet/convenient/strategic LOCATION // LOCATION was okay // … 
CLEANLINESS: CLEAN and tidy room(s)/hotel// CLEAN room(s)/hotel/ bathroom/toilet // CLEAN 
and well-maintained hotel // CLEAN and warm room // rooms are reasonably CLEAN // CLEAN 
towels // … 
SERVICE: well-trained/professional/attentive/charming/friendly STAFF// the staff was lovely // 
attentive/welcoming/friendly/good/efficient/professional SERVICE //… 
Finally, although in a much smaller proportion, Concordance also shows recurrent negative or super-negative 
evaluations: 
VALUE: over-PRICED hotel // extremely poor/very poor VALUE for money // (not) worth the PRICE 
// (not) worth the PRICE for (city) //…  
ROOMS: tiny ROOM(S) // ROOM(S) was/were dark // bad ROOM(S) // expensive ROOM(S) // the 
BED was awful // the worst BED // the BED was the hardest // the most uncomfortable BED // the 
worst BEDS ever//… 
LOCATION: terrible LOCATION // LOCATION is horrible // LOCATION is not great //… 
CLEANLINESS: horrible cleaning STAFF //… 
SERVICE: horrible cleaning STAFF // STAFF were not very friendly// STAFF is really rude // 
miserable STAFF // poor (customer) SERVICE //… 
4. Conclusion 
It is commonplace these days to acknowledge the enormous potential the Internet has as regards its 
communicative capabilities. The Internet aids active linguistic exchanges, increased interactivity, and language 
revitalisation by enabling all sorts of speakers all over the world to share information and maintain a virtual 
contact that is more or less synchronic depending on the digital genre chosen. As Crystal (2005) stated, we are at 
the beginning of an era of linguistically based online applications, in which OCRs are only an example. In the 
specific case of top-ranked hotel OCRs, a clear and expected tendency toward reporting positive aspects and thus 
using positive evaluations was observed despite not being an interested genre such as promotional brochures or 
webpages. These positive or super-positive evaluations are especially significant in both frequent and salient 
EAs from the corpus of study, but this very same purposeful bias of the corpus toward positive aspects 
simultaneously increases the informative character of negative aspects, which take on a new decisive and 
inherent force due to their unexpectedness and diagnostic nature. EAs have proven to be critical in the 
interpretation of subjective expected values, and they show great potential in destination image formation, to 
which the possibilities of the WorldWideWeb also contribute enormously. 
It is rather common to detect a mismatch between what hotels say to offer, the way they present it and what 
customers perceive when in the hotel. This paper has thus aimed to show the way EAs are used by real online 
reviewers and the effect such evaluations may have on the image-formation process of top-ranked hotels on the 
part of the readers. Hence, from a very general perspective, the study has shown, among many other aspects: (1) 
that there exists a considerable lexical richness in the genre analysed as regards the EAs utilised; (2) that 
ultra-positive evaluations are highly common (there is a tendency toward the use of positive extremes in 
appraisals), at times displaying a rather exaggerated or hyperbolic use of evaluations; (3) that negative appraisals 
carry a specific added force in this context; and (4) that the EAs employed in the review titles tend to use general 
appraisal EAs to summarise the kind of evaluation developed later in the review itself. Moreover, the distribution 
of EAs was analysed on a positivity continuum, but also according to frequency and/or saliency criteria, and on 
the basis of the functional/semantic and pragmatic value of the adjectives. Finally, a linguistic analysis of the 
way the main aspects appraised and their corresponding EAs collocate in discourse has contributed to the 
understanding of how EAs may act as opinion-formers/providers and thus in image formation processes. We thus 
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believe that this kind of analysis sheds some light on the linguistic evaluative strategies used by reviewers 
through EAs and on the influence they may have on readers and on their image of the hotel reviewed as a whole. 
Accordingly, a proper analysis of image formation processes as carried out in tourist-to-tourist online interaction 
could be useful to foster the potential of hotel promotional discourse, for instance through webpages, which 
could be improved to attain increased reliability. This could be translated into a greater and better effect on 
prospective customers by enhancing the psychological and symbolic values that tourists – both reviewers 
(former clients) and review readers (potential customers) value and appreciate when choosing a hotel. 
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Notes 
Note 1. In this case, the OCRs selected have been circumscribed to reviewers from English-speaking countries in 
an attempt to guarantee as much as possible the reliability of the language under analysis. 
Note 2. “Types” refers to the number of different words appearing in the corpus or in a part of it, whereas 
“Tokens” refers to the total number of words in the corpus or in a part of it. 
Note 3. WST results will always depend on the settings established in the program for the analysis. 
Note 4. We are aware of the fact that the categories themselves and the resulting categorisation of EAs are the 
result of rather subjective processes in which certain reservations may always exist. In fact, many adjectives 
could be interpreted in different ways to the one proposed in the classification. 
Note 5. Deviance adjectives, according to Swales and Burke (2003), denote how closely related something is to 
what one would expect it to be. Hence, deviance indicates how markedly different something is from an accepted 
norm. 
Note 6. These adjectives (as happens with many other “slippery” adjectives from the table that could be 
interpreted from different perspectives) could also be placed in the “deviance” category. In these cases in which 
more than one interpretation was possible, the most frequent usage or interpretation according to corpus analysis 
was chosen. 
Note 7. The asterisk reproduces the way key/allusive words were introduced into the WST program. Such syntax 
allows the program to retrieve not only “price” but also all the instances containing the letters preceding the 
asterisk, that is, “priced”, “pricey”, “prices”, etc. The same is indicated by the rest of the asterisks for the rest of 
the key/allusive words. 
Note 8. Collocations were chosen on the basis of the most frequent position of the collocate with respect to the 
search word, this meaning that if spacious room is included, the room was spacious will also probably appear in 
the corpus, but the former will be chosen because of its more frequent character. 
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